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OVERVIEW:  

All orders can be returned or exchanged (less shipping & handling) within 30 days of delivery.  

RETURN POLICY:  

To qualify for a FULL refund: 

 Your item must be in the same condition as delivered (i.e. unworn, unraveled, not 

washed, colored or straighten). 

 The tag must be still attached to hair. 

 The bundle must not be unraveled.  

 That no color treatment services has been applied to the hair. 

 The order is not a wig or from our hair color collection. 

Refund Deductions: 

 If tag/ribbon is removed - $5 deduction per bundle/closure 

 If bundle is unraveled - $5 deduction per bundle/closure 

 If hair has been washed but not worn or installed - $15 deduction per bundle/closure 

 A strand of hair can be tested with a curling or flat iron.  

 If strand has been tested - $5 deduction per bundle/closure 

Refund Denials: 

Your return will be denied if one of the following has been done to the hair: 

 The hair has been worn or installed 

 The hair has been dye, colored, or perm 

 The hair has chemicals, such as hair spray and oils, applied to it 

 The hair weft and/or the hair itself has been cut 
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EXCHANGE POLICY:  
To qualify for an exchange: 

 Your item must be in the same condition as delivered (i.e. unworn, unraveled, not 

washed, colored or straighten). 

 The tag must be still attached to hair. 

 The bundle must not be unraveled.  

 That no color treatment services has been applied to the hair. 

 The order is not a wig or from our hair color collection. 

 

SHIPPING FEES:  

Shipping fees paid at purchase are non-refundable on all orders.  

REQUEST A RETURN OR EXCHANGE:  

To request a return or exchange now, click here or visit 

https://www.bhbsupply.com/pages/return-and-exchange-policy . 

 

CONTACT US: 

If you have any questions or concerns, contact us at customercare@bhbsupply.com. 
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